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Company 
Introduction

YLAB is a contents production company established in 2010. It has adopted a “Producing 
System” and created especially webtoons and TV series. YLAB has also actively created 
secondary contents based on its own webtoons such as Online games, merchandise, 
OSTs, etc. ‘Superstring’ is YLAB’s own blockbuster IP, where characters from various 
YLAB webtoons come together in one universe, the story expanding into genres of films, 
drams and games.
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K-Story & Comics in America

Get Schooled

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
Episode 85 in progress

Detailed Genre Drama, Action

Product Type -

Target Age 10~30s

Contents Introduction

Since the Act on Banning corporal punishment was 
passed in 2011, problems caused by the collapse 
of education and teachers' authority increasingly 
appeared. One day, a teacher was beaten to 
death by a student during class. The Ministry of 
Education realized the seriousness of the crisis 
in education and passed a revised version of the 
teachers' protection act to establish the Teachers' 
Rights Protection Agency. The main character, 
Hwajin Na, is sent to schools experiencing a serious 
educational crisis as a director of the agency and 
transforms the schools with power beyond the 
teacher's rights.
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K-Story & Comics in America

Study Group 

Type / 
Length

Webtoon / 
Complete Season 1 (118 Episodes), 
Season 2 episode 60 in progress

Detailed Genre School, Action

Product Type -

Target Age 10~20s

Contents Introduction

An ordinary Korean high school student, Gamin 
Yoon, wants to go to the university.

He entered Yoosung Technical High School where 
there are children of parents belonging to The 
White Lead Gang. This is the school on which even 
teachers gave up. However, Gamin who is a big 
fan of Bruce Lee and talented in martial arts never 
gives up on his dream: Going to the university. He 
succeeded to attract students who want to study 
and make a study group with the help of a teacher 
named Hankyeong Lee, Gamin's ex-private tutor. 
However, Hanwul Pi who is a son of the boss of The 
White Lead Gang doesn't like what Gamin is doing, 
and is trying to disrupt the study group.
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K-Story & Comics in America

Jungle Juice

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
Complete Season 1 (84 Episodes)

Detailed Genre Fantasy, Action

Product Type -

Target Age 10~20s

Contents Introduction

One day, all of a sudden, Suchan Jang, a college 
student, happened to have dragonfly wings. He 
didn’t want to be shunned by people, so he hid 
them. However, the wings were revealed to the 
world when he was attacked by a mantis person. 
After the incident, another insect person, Huijin 
Park, came and took Suchan to NEST, a college for 
insect persons. In the college, Suchan found out 
that he could get the Cinderella, the medicine that 
would make him go back to the normal person, 
if he graduated with top honors. He decided to 
graduate with top honors for the medicine, but an 
unknown group hostile to NEST showed up in front 
of him.
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K-Story & Comics in America

Blade of the Phantom Master

Type / 
Length

Webtoon / 
Complete 285 Episodes

Detailed Genre Fantasy, Action

Product Type -

Target Age 10~30s

Contents Introduction

In ancient times, there was a secret royal inspector 
called Amhaeng-eosa in Jyushin, a country enjoying 
a reign of peace after unifying Asia. 

Amhaeng-eosa was the King's special envoy 
disguised as a wanderer, and served as an 
undercover high-ranking police officer who 
traveled all over the country to discover and punish 
corrupted officials.

Jyushin was suddenly collapsed by a rebellion 
caused by unknown reasons, and villains seized the 
power and tortured the people's lives. However, 
there is one Amhaeng-eosa still wandering the 
world. 

In order to fulfill the last wish of the deceased King, 
who was his best friend, and protect the brilliant 
legacy of Jyushin.
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K-Story & Comics in America

ISLAND

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
Complete Season 1 (72 Episodes),
Complete Season 2 (68 Episodes)

Detailed Genre Fantasy, Action

Product Type -

Target Age 10~30s

Contents Introduction

Jeju Island, the most beautiful place. But it is also a 
place full of demons.

Miho Won is a spoiled only daughter of the 
president of Daehan Group, one of the world’s 
leading companies. After she was targeted by 
demons, she made a deal with an Esoteric Buddhist 
monk named Van to protect herself.

However, as it got harder and harder to control 
Van doing everything in his own way, she brought 
Exorcist Johan to Jeju Island and had him close to 
her.  

They were relentlessly dragged into mysterious 
events such as attacks by monsters and a volcanic 
eruption.

What on earth is happening on Jeju Island?
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